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Abstract: This article focuses on mitigation of zero dynamic attack in communication link-enabled droop-controlled hybrid
AC/DC microgrids (MGs). To transmit setpoints for droop controllers and to also send measured AC and DC voltages and AC
frequency in this sort of MGs, a communication link is required. Such links are exposed to cyber-attacks. First of all, this article
tries to indicate that the system would be vulnerable to zero dynamic attack. In the second step, it is shown that zero dynamic
attack can be mitigated by closing the secondary control loop. It is also shown that the attack can be distinguished from load/
generation disturbances. In order to proceed with the challenge, the control signal in a closed loop system is used as the tricks
of the trade. To achieve the goal, parity space as a kind of model-based fault detection approach is applied to a recently
proposed dynamic model for droop-controlled hybrid AC/DC MGs. Evaluation of the detecting approach confirms that not only it
can detect the attack effectively, but also it distinguishes from disturbance perfectly.

Nomenclature
vac AC sub-MG rms phase voltage
f AC sub-MG frequency
vdc DC sub-MG voltage
vref, ac reference of RMS phase voltage for AC sub-MGs
f ref frequency reference of AC sub-MGs
vref, dc voltage reference of DC sub-MGs
vi state variables of AC MG which are voltages of converters
i
^

i

∗ state variables of AC MG which are current reference of
converters

δi phase angle of voltage of converters with reference of AC
link voltage

Pex exchanging power between the AC and DC networks from
DC side to AC side

io, i, dc state variables of DC MG system which are output currents
of converters

Pex
∗ reference of exchanging power between the AC and DC

networks from DC side to AC side
Pload active power of AC loads
Qload reactive power of AC loads
Iload current of constant current AC loads
θI, load phase angle of constant current AC loads
Zload impedance of constant impedance AC loads
θz, load phase angle of constant impedance AC loads
P
^

dc
equivalent DC load disturbance
small signal sign for variables, inputs, outputs and
disturbances
steady state sign for variables, inputs, outputs and
disturbances

1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation and incitement

Given the growing trend in the usage of both AC and DC
distributed resources (DRs) as well as AC/DC consumers, the
applications of hybrid microgrids (MGs) have been increased in
recent times. DC power consumers are increased in the last decade,
because most of the home electrical loads such as LED lights,
variable-speed motors, computers, televisions and many other
electronic devices consume DC power indeed. Due to this fact,

these consumers can use DC power directly instead of converting
AC power by using AC/DC converters [1]. Nowadays, thanks to
advances in power electronics technology, two independent AC
and DC MGs can merge into an integrated hybrid MG. Hybrid
MGs eliminate most of the transmission and distribution losses,
due to which they avoid the waste of energy concerned with the
conversion of AC to DC [2].

Although a hybrid MG possesses the abovementioned
advantages, its control complexity leads to some challenges.
Utilising hierarchal control in three different levels, such MGs need
telecommunication networks to complete control goal [3].
However, insecurity of these telecommunication networks brings
about vulnerability of MGs to cyber-attack. Regarding this, cyber-
attacks may cause horrible damages to MGs; the concept of cyber-
attack detection has been raised as a vitally important issue in
recent times. After the happening of Stuxnet attack, the issue has
been taken more seriously such that Industrial Cyber Security
(ICS) has dramatically attracted control engineers' attention [4].
Consequences of cyber-attacks on SCADA control systems are
analysed in [5]. As it is concluded in that article, to have a reliable
network, a secure communication is necessary.

There is quite a mixed variety of cyber-attacks intruding into
cyber physical systems (CPSs). One of the major categorisations of
cyber-attacks is based on the type of cyber security goal which is
aimed by the intruder. There are three main goals in cyber security
of networks: availability, confidentiality and integrity [6], due to
which attacks are classified into three types. Availability is the
transmission of data without any interruption, while confidentiality
means that private data should not be exposed by strangers.
Integrity as the especial goal of this study is transmitting data
accurately and without any distortion. According to this
classification, cyber-attacks are classified into three main types.
The attacks which disturb the availability of data are called denial
of service, while the ones which compromise confidentiality are
named eavesdropping attacks. The attacks which are more focused
on in this article are the ones which disturb the integrity and
deviate the values of data. This class of attack is called false data
injection attack (FDIA).

FDIAs have some information about the system. Using this
information, they can be designed such that remain covert and
stealth. Zero dynamic attack can be regarded as a kind of FDIA.
Based on zero dynamics of system, there exist some input vectors
with specific initial conditions for a system dynamic which have no
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influence on observed outputs. This blind spot can be abused by a
malicious intruder to manipulate the system.

As it is mentioned in the previous paragraph, zero dynamic
attacks need some information about the system. This information
includes system model which is derived in our latest studies [7, 8].
In these studies, it is demonstrated that in order to compensate
voltage and frequency deviations in communication link-enabled
droop-controlled MGs, a supervisory control should be used. In the
supervisory control, the revised setpoints of AC and DC voltages
and frequency are transmitted from central power management and
control unit (PMCU) to each DR. This transmitted data can be
distorted by a malicious user in cyber network. Regarding the fact
that variables of droop-controlled MGs have always some
deviations from their setpoints, detection of deviations’ origin is
not obvious. The deviation origin may be either droop control
characteristics or a cyber-attack. Although thanks to perfect
unknown input decoupling (PUID) observers, detection of simple
attack – a bias on the setpoint values is possible; detection of zero
dynamic attacks is by no means plain sailing. To address this
challenge, this paper proposes an approach by which zero dynamic
attack is mitigated firstly. Tricks of the trade include but not limited
to closing the secondary control loop and observing the control
signals. In the second step, by having a mitigated attack a model-
based fault detection PUID observer called parity space is utilised
for detection purpose.

1.2 Literature review

1.2.1 Cyber-attack in cyber physical systems (CPSs): This
subsection contains a brief literature review on cyber-attack
detection in CPSs. There is a survey on the security of CPS in [9].
This article consists of three parts: attack detection, attack design
and secure estimation and control.

In [10], a very simple detection method is introduced by the
author. An intelligent checker sends alarm, once the values get out
of their normal interval. As a drawback, it is mentioned in the
article that this approach is neither robust to noise nor to sensor
failure. Hence it is not complete and prefect.

A review on attack detection and identification in CPSs has
been conducted in [11]. In this important article, four kinds of
FDIAs are mentioned: static stealth attack, replay attack, covert
attack and dynamic false data injection. The effect of these attacks
cannot be seen in the outputs of system and zero dynamic attacks
can be categorised as dynamic false data injection type.

Authors in [12] enumerate the conditions of feasibility of the
replay attack; then it suggests countermeasures that optimise the
probability of detection. These countermeasures consist of using
unstable dynamic and also applying noisy control via χ2 detector as
well as utilising noisy control via a cross correlator. Authors in
[13], instead, have used a spectral estimation approach to detect
replay attack in a special type of networked control system
involving additive white Gaussian noise channels. Furthermore,
there are also some methods which are based on game theory. For
instance, a control approach is introduced in [14] which makes an
optimal decision between perfect control law and secure control
law based on game theory. Secure control law is sensitive to replay
attack so that it can detect the attack using χ2 detector.

A false data injection algorithm is introduced in [15]. This
algorithm is based on minimising of the attack influence on
Kalman filter state estimation error. The minimisation uses
ellipsoidal approximation to compute the inner and outer
approximations for the reachable region of the constrained control
problem.

Authors in [16] introduce an uncertain descriptor system to
detect fault and attack. Then, the authors in [17] introduced a
cyber-attack which could influence the electric power market price.
There is a signal-based algorithm which can detect integrity attacks
using an optimal detector in [18]. Author in [19] has used an
ensemble modelling using finite impulse response models and
neural network to estimate states in CPSs. Integrity attack can be
detected using measurements and estimations.

1.2.2 Cyber-attacks in AC conventional networks: AC
electrical power grids as kinds of CPSs are discussed in this
subsection. In [20], actuator attacks in AC power systems are
detected using a fault detection and isolation approach called
generalised observer scheme. It is shown in this article that if the
control loop is closed over a communication network, only the
compromised node itself can distinguish the nature of the attack.
However as a precaution approach, in [21] a method is introduced
which can reduce the probability of smart attacks in AC power
systems. The AC power system is modelled by algebraic equations
of power flow-bus voltage angle. The approach defines a minimum
set of nodes that should be protected by a phasor measurement unit
(PMU) to block smart attack. PMU can measure the bus voltage
angle without any estimation using GPS synchronisation. FDIA in
AC power grids are discussed in [22, 23]. It has used principal
component analysis to detect the attack. The analysis is based on
off-the-shelf convex optimisation algorithms and Lagrangian
function. There is an introduction and implementation of security-
oriented cyber-physical state estimation for power grid in [24].
This approach consists of three layers of attack detection: inputs
layer, offline processing layer and state estimation layer which is
online. The state estimation attack detection layer is based on
residual generation of power flow-bus voltage angle algebraic
equations. There are also other studies on static stealth attack on
AC power systems in [25–32]. It is remarkable that none of the
mentioned studies has analysed zero dynamic attack in AC power
grids [21, 26–32].

1.2.3 Cyber-attack in DC microgrids: DC MG as another kind of
CPS is discussed in this subsection. There are some sorts of
approaches which address the problem in this system. For instance,
a model-based failure detection method in smart grids is discussed
based on Petri-net modelling in [33]. The same method can be used
in cyber-attack detection. In [34], an approach is introduced to
detect FDIA in cyber physical DC MGs. The detection problem is
formalised such that an identifier detects changes in the set of
inferred candidate invariants. Invariants are properties of MGs that
do not change over time. Authors in [35] have presented a signal
temporal logic detection approach, which monitors the output
voltages and currents against the defined specifications such as
operation bounds and over time. There is also a model-based fault
detection approach in [36] to detect cyber-attack in the secondary
control of DC MGs. The load sharing in the model is based on a
master–slave control approach. Authors in [37] have presented a
cyber-physical model for a DC MG which is based on average
voltage regulation and current sharing. A stealth attack is
represented which cannot be observed by regular observers. Then,
a cooperative vulnerability factor is defined for each agent by
which the attacked nodes can be determined. Similar to AC grids,
zero dynamic attack is not analysed in DC MGs too.

1.2.4 Zero dynamic attack detection: As it was discussed in
previous subsections, detection of zero dynamic attacks is by no
means plain sailing. According to [38], to detect zero dynamic
attack, not only we need to have a side information matrix
Ω ∈ ℝq × n but also this matrix should be full rank. The matrix Ω
having full column rank corresponds to the case in which yΩ gives
complete information about x 0 . The side information yΩ captures
information about the initial state x 0  from the physical
description of the system. The side information yΩ does not rely on
sensor measurements. For this reason, the attacker cannot modify
the side information yΩ. Having used Ω and yΩ, the authors
designed an observer which can detect zero dynamic attack if
Ω ∈ ℝq × n is full column rank. To have a full column rank Ω, the
number of outputs should be more than the number of states, which
would be a difficult condition.

However as a preventing approach, authors of [39] have used a
scaling matrix in the inputs to change the dynamics of system. The
attacker is not able to excite the zero dynamics without knowing
the scaling matrix. However, if the new information is achieved by
attackers, they can implement their malicious intrusion. Due to this
fact, the scaling factor should be changed periodically.
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1.3 Motivation

None of these approaches is applicable for our case study because
of the following reasons.

Although some approaches have recently been proposed to
detect zero dynamic attack in CPSs, none of these studies can be
applicable for the case of droop-controlled hybrid AC/DC MGs.
Since the side information-based approach in [38] needs the
number of outputs to be larger than or equal to states, it cannot be
used for this special system. This is due to the fact that our derived
model in [7, 8] would have at most one-half of the number of state
variables as the outputs (which are all the physical states). Also,
since the scaling matrix-based approach in [39] can be discovered
by comparing the measured value and transferred data, the attacker
can find the scaling factor and the new zero dynamic easily.

1.4 Contribution

Here, it is tried to propose a customised approach for
communication link-enabled droop-controlled hybrid AC/DC
MGs, which is novel, applicable and with much less complexities
to implement. Also, it needs no supplementary infrastructures for
implementation i.e. the algorithm can be implemented in the
PMCU computer without any need for extra data transfer, thanks to
information gained by the control signal of secondary loop.

1.5 Main findings

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first practical approach
which can be used for this sort of MG to mitigate zero dynamic
attack and detect the mitigated attack.

1.6 Paper organisation

Section 2 states the problem. Section 3 of this article, however, has
used our previously derived dynamic model of a hybrid MG to
model cyber-attack on setpoints and sensors. Section 4 tries to
design zero dynamic attacks which cannot be revealed by regular
detectors. In Section 5, it is shown that the zero dynamic attack can
be mitigated by closing secondary control loop and utilising control
signals. The parity method as a kind of model-based fault detection
PUID approach is applied for cyber-attack detection. Section 6 is
the simulation section in which the performance of the proposed
method is evaluated. Section 7 is the conclusion section. The parity
space method as the applied model-based fault detection approach
is reviewed in the Appendix.

2 Problem statement

Fig. 1 depicts an overall view of the supervisory control in a
communication link-enabled droop-controlled hybrid AC/DC MG.

Droop controller is implemented locally in each DR for proper
power sharing. Since in droop-controlled MGs, the voltage and
frequency values are varied depending on the power consumption
value, a supervisory control is required to compensate the voltage
and frequency deviations. Hence, this MG needs a setpoint vector
by applying which they can improve their operating condition. To
this end, a common setpoint vector is sent from the PMCU via
some communication links to every DR. This setpoint vector –
which consists of AC voltage, AC frequency and DC voltage – is
determined by a human operator as long as the secondary control
loop is open. As it was discussed in the Introduction, zero dynamic
attack cannot be detected in such MGs because of the
abovementioned reasons.

However, by closing the secondary control loop using a
proportional integral (PI) controller and observing its integrator
signal values, not only will the zero dynamic attack be detected
easily, but also we make it relatively impossible for attacker to
design a zero dynamic attack. The impossibility of designing a zero
dynamic attack for the closed loop system stems from the fact that
the PI controller and parity observer are implemented in a common
processor, hence they can be coordinated to vary in a regular
manner.

3 Modelling cyber-attack on setpoints and
sensors
As it was mentioned in the Introduction, a cyber-attack detector
will be designed for a converter-based droop-controlled hybrid
AC/DC MG. In this kind of MG, DRs are connected to the AC and
DC links via converters. In addition to DRs, the studied hybrid MG
consists of different types of loads. The loads can be considered as
a combination of constant current, constant power and constant
impedance loads. The power transfer between the AC and DC links
is done using a bidirectional AC/DC converter. In our previous
study, we have derived a dynamic model for the MG in [7, 8]. The
details of parameters, inputs, outputs, disturbances, dynamic
equations and linearisations are also completely explored.

As it is discussed in [3], hierarchical control of MG consists of
three control layers, due to which there are different modes of
control depending on the conditions of loops. In the case in which
secondary control loop is open, the AC/DC exchanging power is
calculated by a droop control-based method as it is discussed in
[8]. However, in the case in which the secondary control loop is
closed, the exchanging power is considered to be constant as it will
be discussed in the following. In this section, it is tried to analyse
the system dynamics in the case of open secondary control loop.

Fig. 1  Location of possible cyber-attacks in a communication link-enabled droop-controlled hybrid AC/DC MG
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The MG is considered to be such that all the DRs and loads are
connected to two common links as shown in Fig. 2.

Each individual converter is connected to a PMCU via
communication links which can be perverted by cyber-attack.

From the derived dynamic model of our previous study [7, 8],
the model is considered to be a linear state space model. In this
system, attack can be implemented on both setpoints and sensors.
From control engineering perspective, the setpoint attacks can be
modelled as actuator faults. Hence, the system can be modelled by

Mẋ = Ax + Bu + Edw + Efufa + wn

y = Cx + Du + Fdw + Ffufa + ufs + vn
(1)

In which

u = v^ref, ac f
^

ref v^ref, dc
T

w = P
^

load Q
^

load I
^

load Z
^

load P
^

dc
T

y = v^ac f
^

v^dc
T

in the above model, wn and vn represent the process and observation
white Gaussian noises with covariance matrix Q and R,
respectively, i.e. wn ∼ N 0, Qn  and vn ∼ N 0, Rn .

In addition to measurement noise represented by vn, model
uncertainties are represented by wn as discussed in [41].

It is also noteworthy that the setpoints, as the inputs of the
system and outputs of the supervisory control, are normally
updated in about 5- to 10-s intervals [3]; while the communication
delays are in the order of milliseconds according to IEC 61850
standards; hence the delays can be ignored in the model.

It is also remarkable that the meaningful physical variables of
MG are obtained by decomposing the state vector of x to two equal

size sub-vector states x1 and x2 such that x =
x1

x2

. Calculation of

x1 + ẋ2 yields the physical variables as follows: (see equation
below). As the setpoint cyber-attack can be regarded as a deviation
in inputs, it can be modelled as actuator faults. Hence, the matrices
Ef and Ff which model dynamic of cyber-attack are equal to B and

D, respectively, as it is described in [41, (3.33) and (3.34)]. ufa is a
vector of setpoint deviation and ufs is a vector of sensor deviation.
The matrices M, A, B, C, D, Ed and Fd are all defined in [7, 8]. ufa

and ufs are three-dimensional vectors, in which the first elements
are deviation attacks on v^ref, ac and v^ac, the second elements are
deviation attacks on f

^

ref and f
^
 and the third elements are deviation

attacks on v^ref, ac and v^ref, respectively:

Ef = B, Ff = D, ufa =

ufa1

ufa2

ufa3

, ufs =

ufs1

ufs2

ufs3

The theorem of detecting fault from disturbance in Rosen Brock
system says that to decouple fault and disturbance, the following
condition should be held [41]

rank
A − sM Ed

C Fd
< rank

A − sM Ed Ef

C Fd Ff
(2)

In other words, if the number of outputs of system is less than the
number of disturbances, to recognise disturbance from faults, the
number of outputs of system should be increased.

Hence to decouple the disturbance and fault, since the number
of outputs is three while the number of disturbances is five, three
other outputs should be added to equations. To this end, state
variables corresponding to the PI controller in the secondary
control loop can be used as other outputs.

4 Designing zero dynamic attack on setpoints
In this section, it is tried to design zero dynamic attack which has
as little as possible influence on the outputs of system while the
secondary control loop is open. Zero dynamic attacks cannot be
detected by regular detectors. Change in unobserved states of
system while the outputs are unchanged can be harmful for the
system.

Based on zero dynamics of system, there exist some input
vectors with specific initial conditions for a system dynamic which
have no influence on outputs. Although the effect of these inputs
cannot be seen in output, they cause some deviation in unobserved
states (Fig. 3). 

These initial conditions and input vectors can be determined by
calculating transmission zeros and zero input direction.
Transmission zeros are the values for υ which decreases the rank of
the following matrix:

Fig. 2  Conceptual diagram of a hybrid MG [40]
 

x1 + ẋ2 = i
^
1

∗
… i

^

m

∗
v^1 … v^m δ

^
1 … δ

^

m P
^

ex P
^̇

ex i
^
o, 1 … i

^

o, n P
^

ex
∗ T

Fig. 3  Preventing zero dynamic attack by scaling control signal
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P υ =
υM − A −Ef

C Ff
(3)

Zero input direction g and its initial value x0 can be obtained by the
following equation:

υM − A −Ef

C Ff

x0

g
=

0

0
(4)

By having g and υ the attack can be designed such that it has not
any influence on outputs

ak = υkg for discretised system

ak = eυtg for continuous system
(5)

Authors of [42] have provided a clear definition of the zero
dynamic attack as well as other attacks

If the initial condition of system at the moment of attack is
equal to x0, it has not any transient effect on the outputs; otherwise
if it differs from x0, some transients may be seen in the outputs. To
prevent attack, as it is declared in [39] and depicted in Fig. 3, a
scaling matrix in the inputs can be used to change the dynamics of
system. Zero dynamic will be changed by changing the dynamic of
system. This prevention approach can be discovered by the attacker
easily. The scaling matrix can be calculated using steady state
values of measured signal yss and transfer data u′ss vectors as
follows:

1/S = I × u′ss
−1 × I × G

−1 0 yss

5 Zero dynamic attack mitigation with closing the
secondary control loop
As it was mentioned and discussed in [3], hierarchical control of
MG consists of three control layers. The tertiary control is used
when the MG is connected to a grid. It calculates the setpoints of
AC voltage and bus angle such that a defined value of Q and P is
transmitted between the MG and grid. In this case, the transmitted
power between the grid and MG can be modelled by a constant
power AC load which can be negative or positive. The outputs of
tertiary controller are the reference values for the secondary
controller. The secondary control loop is used to compensate the
setpoint deviation caused by the primary droop control loop. The
deviation can be compensated using a PI controller for each
setpoint command. Knowing that closing the secondary control
loop makes the dynamic different, here it is tried to derive the
closed loop dynamic. The control signals of the secondary control
loop can be used in an attack detection approach.

Remark: One important issue which should be regarded in the
case in which secondary control loop is closed is that the setpoints
of AC bus voltage and DC bus voltage are independent. This is
while in the open loop system, the global droop control logic sets
the AC/DC exchanging power reference such that AC and DC side
voltages are regulated. The regulating logic is such that load
dispatches in DC and AC sides are proportional. This logic makes
the voltages of two sides to be dependent. However, if the
secondary control loop is closed, the voltages of AC and DC sides
will be independent. This conflict makes us to disable the global
droop control and make the droop control local at each side. The
global droop control logic has been discussed in detail, in our
previous study [8]. To localise the global droop control, it is
adequate to substitute the coefficients of the controller of
exchanged power reference Pex

∗  equal to zero.
Regarding that the open loop system dynamic is given by

Mẋ = Ax + Bu + Edw + wn

y = Cx + Du + Fdw + vn
(6)

The dynamic of closed loop system can be obtained by substituting
u from the secondary controller output. With the assumption that

the setpoint command is the secondary loop controller output and
also assuming that the controller input consist of setpoint error, it
can be written

u = v + ufa

e = y − us + ufs
(7)

in which v is the secondary controller output, ufa and ufs are
setpoint and sensor cyber-attacks of open loop system. Also us is
the setpoints of secondary control loop. A setpoint attack on the
voltages and frequency setpoints may happen in the case in which
DRs’ locations are far from the PMCU location and this data is
required to be transmitted by communication links. A sensor attack
on the voltages and frequency values can be happened in the case
in which the AC or DC buses locations are far from the PMCU
location and this data is required to be transmitted by
communication links.

Regarding that the controller is PI type, v (controller output) can
be decomposed to proportional part (yp) and integral part (yi),
which are defined as follows:

yp = e = Cx + D v + ufa + Fdw + vn + ufs − us

yi = ∫ e dt = z

v = − Kpyp − Kiyi

(8)

Considering that the output of system y which is seen by the
secondary loop controller is sum of the real output and cyber-
attack, the system dynamic can be rewritten as follows:

Mẋ = Ax + B v + ufa + Edw + wn

y = Cx + D v + ufa + Fdw + ufs + vn
(9)

The closed loop dynamic can be written by

M 0

0 I

ẋ

ż
=

A 0

C 0

x

z
+

B

D
v + ufa +

0

I
ufs

+
Ed

Fd
w −

0

I
us +

wn

vn

y

yp

yi

=

C 0

C 0

0 1

x

z
+

D

D

0

v + ufa +

I

I

0

ufs

+

Fd

Fd

0

w −

0

1

0

us +

vn

vn

0

(10)

Using the equation v = − Kpyp − Kiyi and substituting yp and yi in
it, we have

v = − Kp Cx + D v + ufa + Fdw + vn + ufs − us − Kiz (11)

hence

v = I + KpD
−1 −KpCx − KpFdw − Kpvn − KpDufa

−Kpufs + Kps − Kiz
(12)

Substituting the above equation in state space equation yields

M 0

0 I

ẋ

ż
=

A 0

C 0

x

z
+

B

D
I + KpD

−1 −KpCx

−KpFdw − Kpvn − KpDufa − Kpufs + Kpus − Kiz

+
B

D
ufa +

0

I
ufs +

Ed

Fd
w −

0

I
us +

wn

vn
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thus (see (13)) . Substituting the v equation in output equation leads
to

y = Cx + D v + ufa + Fdw + ufs + vn (14)

hence

y = Cx + D I + KpD
−1 −KpCx − KpFdw − Kpvn

−KpDufa − Kpufs + Kpus − Kiz + Dufa + Fdw + ufs + vn

(15)

and finally,

y = C − D I + KpD
−1

KpC − D I + KpD
−1

Ki
x

z

+ I − D I + KpD
−1

Kp Fdw

+ −D I + KpD
−1

KpD + D ufa

+ I − D I + KpD
−1

Kp ufs + D I + KpD
−1

Kp us

+ I − D I + KpD
−1

Kp vn

(16)

Thus, the closed loop dynamic of the system is obtained in this
section. As it can be seen, the dynamic is affected by the PI
coefficients of the secondary control loop. To prevent the system
from identification by the attacker, the PI coefficient can be
changed periodically. Since the observer can be implemented in the
same processor as the one in which the secondary controller is
implemented, the observer can be updated immediately after the PI
coefficients are changed. The observer updating needs no
communication link. This type of dynamic change is the easiest,
cheapest and the most secure type of dynamic change. This is
while, scaling the inputs and outputs – the approach in [39] can be
identified by the attacker easily; and also changing dynamic by
changing the converters’ PI coefficients has implementation and
coordination difficulties.

Obtaining a closed loop dynamic of system, we can design a
model-based fault detection PUID observer to detect cyber-attack
and diagnose it from disturbances. The approach we have used in
this article is called parity approach. To detect attack using the
parity approach, the model should be discretised first. Parity space
will be calculated by having the discretised model. The inputs of
observer for detecting attack are us, ys  vectors. These vectors can
be constructed as discussed in the Appendix by making a train of
sampled inputs and outputs. By using the train of sampled us to
construct Us, and also using the train of sampled yT zT T to
construct Ys, as follows

Ys k =

yT k − s zT k − s
T

yT k − s + 1 zT k − s + 1
T

⋮

yT k zT k
T

,

Us k =

us k − s

us k − s + 1

⋮

us k

(17)

the residue can be obtained by the following matrix:

r k = vs Ys k − Hu, sUs k (18)

r k  is calculated in each step time as explained in Section 9.1.
Once the magnitude of r k  exceeds a threshold, it illustrates that
the system is under cyber-attack. The threshold is necessary for the
residue, because of the uncertainties and noises in the model.

6 Simulation and verification

As it is mentioned in previous section, to detect any deviation in
the transmitted data between the PMCU and the DRs, the PUID
method has been used. PUID is a class of model-based fault
detection approach in which an observer generates a residue which
is independent of disturbance and the initial conditions [41]. The
residue increases when some defined faults occur in the system.
The setpoint and feedback cyber-attack in this article has been
regarded as a kind of actuator and sensor faults, respectively. This
article has used a class of PUID method called parity space method
to detect cyber-attack in the system. The approach is general and
can be used for any converter-based MGs with any quantity of
nodes. Parity approach is discussed in Section 9.

As an approving instance, a four source hybrid MG is used. The
MG consist of the following nodes:

• Power exchanging converter: bidirectional CPF-OCC AC–DC
converter which connects AC MG to DC MG

• DC Resource 1: DC–DC full bridge converter which is
connected to a DC voltage resource

• DC Resource 2: DC–DC full bridge converter which is
connected to a DC voltage resource

• AC Resource 1: An inverter in which switching is based on
comparing a sinusoidal wave with a saw-tooth one

• AC Resource 2: An inverter in which switching is based on
comparing a sinusoidal wave with a saw-tooth one

• DC loads: Constant resistance, current and power
• AC consumer: An RL load and a constant power load which has

both active and reactive power

The simulated MG is depicted in Fig. 4. The outputs and states
values of dynamical model for four different scenarios are depicted
in Figs. 5–10. The simulations are run, respectively, for zero
dynamic setpoint attack and sensor attack in open loop system, and
also zero dynamic setpoint attack and feedback attack in the closed
loop system. A randomly constructed simple attack is also
happened at 7.5 s in all the simulations. The residues for the
mentioned simulations are also depicted in Fig. 10. For the
simulations of open loop system, all of the system's parameters are
the same as those in [7] and also, in the case in which secondary
control loop is closed, all of the system's parameters are the same
as those in [7] and except for the PI coefficients of Pex

∗  controller.
Since the droop cannot be global for the secondary control closed
loop system, the coefficients of this controller are regarded to be
zero. The parameters of secondary loop PI controller are shown in
Table 1. 

Simulations are performed with the following conditions:

(i) Setpoint attack in the open loop system:

• Disturbance: 16.7% decrease in Rload magnitude and 1000 W
load increase at 3 s,

• Setpoint zero dynamic attack: [4.24 vAC, −0.01 Hz, −2.65 vDC]
with discrete υ = 0.9883 at 6 s,

• Simple attack: +4 vAC at 7.5 s.
(ii) Sensor attack in open loop system:

• Disturbance: 16.7% decrease in Rload magnitude and 1000 W
load increase at 3 s,

• Sensor zero dynamic attack: [−4.26 vAC, 0.005 Hz, 2.62 vDC]
with discrete eυ = 0.987 at 6 s

• Simple attack: +4 vAC at 7.5 s.
(iii) Setpoint attack in closed loop system:

• Disturbance: 16.7% decrease in Rload magnitude, 1500 W load
increase and 33% AC load increase at 3 s,

• Setpoint zero dynamic attack: [−0.22 vAC, −0.0133 Hz, −5 
vDC] with discrete υ = 1  at 6 s,

• Simple attack: −5 vAC at 7.5 s.
(iv) Feedback attack in closed loop system:

6 IET Cyber-Phys. Syst., Theory Appl.
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• Disturbance: 16.7% decrease in Rload magnitude, 1500 W load
increase and 33% AC load increase at 3 s,

• Feedback zero dynamic attack: [−2.7335 vAC, −0.0190 Hz,
−4.1866 vDC] with discrete υ = 1  at 6 s,

• Simple attack: −5 vAC at 7.5 s.

M 0

0 I

ẋ

ż
=

A − B I + KpD
−1

KpC −B I + KpD
−1

Ki

C − D I + KpD
−1

KpC −D I + KpD
−1

Ki

x

z

+
−B I + KpD

−1
KpD + B

−D I + KpD
−1

KpD + D
ufa +

−B I + KpD
−1

Kp

I − D I + KpD
−1

Kp

ufs

+
Ed − B I + KpD

−1
KpFd

Fd − D I + KpD
−1

KpFd

w −
−B I + KpD

−1
Kp

I − D I + KpD
−1

Kp

us

+
−B I + KpD

−1
Kp

I − D I + KpD
−1

Kp

vn +
I

0
wn

(13)

Fig. 4  Conceptual diagram of simulated hybrid MG
 

Fig. 5  Outputs of system
(a) Setpoint zero dynamic attack in open loop system, (b) Sensor zero dynamic attack in open loop system, (c) Setpoint zero dynamic attack in closed loop system, (d) Feedback zero
dynamic attack in closed loop system
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As it can be seen in Figs. 10a and b the zero dynamic setpoint
attack and sensor attack for open loop system cannot be detected
by the observer. However, the zero dynamic attack in the closed
loop system is detected by the observer as shown in Figs. 10c and
d. To have appropriate criteria for the residue magnitude, there are
some methods for ‘residual evaluation and threshold computation’.
As it is discussed in [41], the methods can be either ‘norm-based’
or ‘statistical methods’.

The comparison of the achieved results with two other methods
of detecting zero dynamic attack is not feasible. For the first
method – side information matrix–, a great number of outputs is
needed for observer which is not available in this case and cannot
be applied. Also for the second method – scaling matrix–, if the
scaling matrix is identified by attacker, the zero dynamic attack
will be successful.

Simulation of zero dynamic attack for the open loop system
shows that although the frequency of AC sub-MG is deviated by
the attack, the residue returns to zero after some short transients
and the observer is not successful in detection. It is also remarkable
that the residue transient is caused by the difference between initial
state of system at the moment of attack and zero dynamic initial
condition. Regarding the fact that the frequency change can be
occurred by droop control characteristics, the deviation may seem
to be normal; hence, the origin of frequency deviation cannot be
distinguished easily.

However, as it can be seen the zero dynamic attack in the open
loop system can be mitigated by closing the secondary control loop
of system. By adding the control signals of secondary control loop
to the parity observer inputs, the zero dynamic attack is detected
perfectly.

In order to know how to implement the model and the observer,
the block diagram of the simulation is depicted in Fig. 11. As it can
be seen in the diagram, to implement the observer inputs, outputs
and control signal of secondary control loop in needed. Since all
the mentioned signals are available in the PMCU computer, to
implement the algorithm no supplementary infrastructure is
required.

The proposed method can be applied to large scale systems by
obtaining its equivalent in the form of Fig. 4 i.e. the one-bus
topology. This transformation can be performed by applying
superposition theorem and using Thevenin equivalent
simultaneously.

Furthermore, the robustness of observer to model uncertainty
can be guaranteed by transforming the uncertainty to disturbance.
The approach of this transformation is given in [41]. Regarding this
disturbance in the design of PUID detector, we can claim that the
algorithm is stable and robust to model uncertainty.

To evaluate the approach, a real MG is implemented in Power
System Computer Aided Designer (PSCAD) which is a
professional and practical simulator for power systems. The results
of PSCAD simulation are depicted in dashed red lines, while those
of mathematical model are shown in blue lines in Figs. 5–10.
Comparing the results, it can be seen that the approach has
perfectly performed in a real system. In addition, noise effect on
residue with different variances mentioned in Table 2 is considered
in the dynamic model simulations. As it can be seen the effect of
noise on the residue is only some fluctuations in the residue signal,
thanks to using a Butterworth filter on the observer inputs with cut-
off frequency of 30 rad/s.

Fig. 6  State variables of system (a) Setpoint attack in open loop system
 

Fig. 7  State variables of system (b) Sensor zero dynamic attack in open
loop system

 

Fig. 8  State variables of system (c) Setpoint zero dynamic attack in closed
loop system

 

Fig. 9  State variables of system (d) Feedback zero dynamic attack in
closed loop system
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7 Conclusion
This article has used a closed loop dynamic of droop-controlled
hybrid MG to mitigate and detect zero dynamic FDIA. FDIAs are
modelled by a mismatch between the sent and received data
between DRs and PMCU. Four types of zero dynamic attacks are
discussed in this article: setpoint and sensor attack in an open loop
system and setpoint and feedback attack in a closed loop system.
Setpoint commands of system are AC and DC voltage setpoints
and also frequency of AC side which are sent from PMCU to DRs.

To mitigate zero dynamic attack, control signal of closed loop
system is used in addition to inputs and outputs of the system.
These signals are applied to the parity space detector for
decoupling of cyber-attack from disturbances. It can be seen that

although the parity space fault detection approach is unable to
detect zero dynamic attack in the open loop system, it has worked
perfectly for the closed loop system using control signals. To
prevent closed loop system identification by the attacker, it is
suggested to change the PI coefficients of secondary control loop
periodically.

7.1 Comparison with other methods

Although there are two other methods of detecting zero dynamic
attack in the literature, none of them is applicable for this case. One
of them needs a large number of outputs for the model to achieve
the goal, and another which uses a scaling matrix can be identified

Fig. 10  Derived observer's residue of system
(a) Setpoint zero dynamic attack in open loop system, (b) Sensor zero dynamic attack in open loop system, (c) Setpoint zero dynamic attack in closed loop system-filtered, (d)
Feedback zero dynamic attack in closed loop system-filtered

 
Table 1 Parameter values of secondary loop controller
Parameter Value Unit
KP, i i = 1, 2, 3 1.04 × 10−4 —
KI, i i = 1, 2, 3 1.9681 1/s

i = 1: AC voltage secondary loop controller.
i = 2: AC frequency secondary loop controller.
i = 3: DC voltage secondary loop controller.

 

Fig. 11  Implementation of simulation in MATLAB
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by the attacker easily. The proposed method in this article does not
only have any implementation difficulties, but also it would not be
identified by the attacker. The algorithm can be implemented in the
PMCU computer. Since the inputs, outputs and control signals of
the system are all available in the computer, no transfer of
supplementary data via communication link is needed.

In comparison with other model-based observers, since the
parity approach calculates the algebraic equation (18), its speed of
calculation and process is relatively high. This is while other
observers need to solve differential equations; hence their solving
methods are more complex than parity.
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9 Appendix: Parity space [41]

9.1 Introduction to parity space

Parity space is one of the model-based approaches of generating
residual for fault detection. In this approach, the residual should be
designed such that it is not dependent on disturbance and initial
condition of the system, but it is sensitive to a specified fault in the
system. In parity method, the system should be transformed to a
discrete system. By determining the vector of inputs and outputs,
fault detection can be done. In this method, to have a perfect
decupling between disturbance and fault, the pair (A, C) should be
observable. Also the number of discretised input and output series
should not be less than the degree of system.

The parity approach is based on the logic of finding a matrix
form filter such that the disturbance vector is in the null space of it
but fault vector is not in its null space.

If the discretised system has the form

Table 2 Noise variance of state variables
Variable Variance Unit
vac 1ν V
f 0.01ν Hz
vdc 1ν V

i
^
i

∗
, i = 1, 2 1ν A

vi, i = 1, 2 1ν V
δi, i = 1, 2 0.002ν rad

io, i, dc, i = 1, 2 0.1ν A

Pex Pex
∗ 1ν W

Here ν = 0.1, 5 .
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x k + 1 = Ax k + Bus k + Edw k + Efuf k

ys k = Cx k + Dus k + Fdw k + Ffuf k

by supposing no fault and disturbance the following series in time
can be formed for the outputs:

ys k − s = Cx k − s + Dus k − s

ys k − s + 1 = Cx k − s + 1 + Dus k − s + 1

= CAx k − s + CBus k − s + Dus k − s + 1

ys k − s + 2 = CA
2
x k − s + CABus k − s

+CBus k − s + 1 + Dus k − s + 2

⋮

ys k = CA
s
x k − s + CA

s − 1
Bus k − s

+⋯ + CBus k − 1 + Dus k

This series can be shown in matrix form by

Ys k = Ho, sx k − s + Hu, sUs k

in which

Ys k =

ys k − s

ys k − s + 1

⋮

ys k

, Us k =

us k − s

us k − s + 1

⋮

us k

Ho, s =

C

CA

⋮

CA
s

, Hu, s =

D 0 ⋯ 0

CB D ⋱ ⋮

⋮ ⋱ ⋱ 0

CA
s − 1

B ⋯ CB D

By choosing vs ∈ R
n + 1 m in the left null space of Ho, s, we have

vsHo, s = 0, thus

r k = vs Ys k − Hu, sUs k = vsHo, sx k − s = 0

All the vectors that have the mentioned characteristics form a
parity space, and each of them is named by a parity vector
Ps = vs vsHo, s = 0 .

9.2 Parity space observer

If disturbance and fault vectors are regarded in equations, the
output vector has the form

Ys k = Ho, sx k − s + Hu, sUs k + Hf, sUf, s k + Hd, sWs k

in which

Uf, s k =

uf k − s

uf k − s + 1

⋮

uf k

, Ws k =

w k − s

w k − s + 1

⋮

w k

Hf, s =

Ff 0 ⋯ 0

CEf Ff ⋱ ⋮

⋮ ⋱ ⋱ 0

CA
s − 1

Ef ⋯ CEf Ff

,

Hd, s =

Fd 0 ⋯ 0

CEd Fd ⋱ ⋮

⋮ ⋱ ⋱ 0

CA
s − 1

Ed ⋯ CEd Fd

If vs ∈ Ps is selected such that vsHf, s ≠ 0 and vsHd, s = 0 then

r k = vs Ys k − Hu, sUs k = vsHf, sUf, s k

in which residual depends only on fault, and neither disturbances
nor zero state of system affects the residue.
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